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S ure, Dolores Morgan Brule
was feeling it. At 84, she and
Marshall Nelson, an old friend,
were greeted a few weeks ago

in the main lobby of National Grid
headquarters by Melanie Littlejohn,
the power company’s regional execu-
tive director. Littlejohn led them
around a couple of corners, and
invited them to take a seat:
In the splendor of the old Niagara

Mohawk boardroom.
“This is a picture,” Brule said, “of

how this community has changed.”
Just not enough, she said. Not

close to enough.
Brule remembers protesting in

front of the building, a half-century
ago. She remembers a silent police
officer at the door, a man who’d snap
photographs of every demonstrator,
of every face he saw pass by.
Brule and Nelson, 79, are African-

American — as is Littlejohn,
National Grid’s top official in
Syracuse. In 1965, her status would
have seemed impossible. Littlejohn
described Brule and Nelson as two
of her heroes, “these two giants I sit
between.”
Fifty years ago, her company’s pre-

decessor, Niagara Mohawk, was the
nerve center for a tense struggle. The

Congress of Racial Equality (CORE),
a prominent civil rights group, identi-
fied the company as especially bla-
tant in excluding blacks when hiring.
In the early 1960s, a time of great

change in the city, CORE argued
Syracuse was rife with unspoken
racism, such as housing practices
that locked black families displaced
by demolition of the old 15th Ward
into struggling neighborhoods and
projects.
Equally suffocating for the black

community, CORE argued, was the
near-impossibility of landing decent
jobs with too many established com-
panies. Niagara Mohawk, which had
only five black employees among
1,500, seemed particularly egregious.
The company responded that few
blacks were qualified for hiring.
“We were always sending them

our money,” said Gladys Smith, 79,
a retired nurse who took part in the
protests, “but they refused to hire any
of our people.”
The situation came to a boil after

dozens of Syracuse ministers, priests
and activists went to Selma and
joined the march for voting rights in
Alabama, led by the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. In Syracuse, many
residents felt it was equally important
to challenge conditions here, where
you could still find some businesses
that wouldn’t serve people of color,
where it was difficult for blacks to
rent or buy a home in “white” neigh-
borhoods. ...
And where you could just about

forget working at a place like NiMo.
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That’s right. The whole
brain drain worry is a myth.

By AaronM. Renn
Guest columnist

Fear of “brain drain,”
or the flight of educated
residents from a city or state,
is an obsession of nearly
every civic leader around
the country. This fear even
affects Silicon Valley. Post-
industrial cities and those
that have struggled to grow
in population and jobs often
are especially concerned.
But as I found in my recent
Manhattan Institute study
“Brain Gain in America’s
Shrinking Cities,” these fears
are overblown.
Consider Syracuse. From

2000 to 2013, the region
experienced anemic popula-
tion growth and actually lost

jobs. Yet it gained nearly
27,000 residents with college
degrees and its educational
attainment rate grew signifi-
cantly. The region is, in fact,
experiencing a strong brain
gain.
This is hardly unusual.

The country as a whole has
gained people with college
degrees. Younger generations
are more educated than older
ones, so as time goes by,
the country’s college degree
attainment rate is rising.
Syracuse, however, basically
held its own in growth and is
actually slightly better edu-
cated than the country as a
whole.
Looking at younger adults

in the 25-34 age bracket,
Syracuse did even better,

SYRACUSE’S BRAIN GAIN

STILL STRUGGLING

SEAN KIRST
skirst@syracuse.com

Aaron M. Renn is a senior
fellow at the Manhattan
Institute for Policy Research,
a conservative think tank in
New York City. He is the
author of “Brain Gain in
America’s Shrinking Cities.”

Community Folk Art Center
exhibit connects history to
current injustice.

By JackieWarren-Moore
Guest columnist

My mother once told me an
old African American saying:
“I don’t go no further back than
you push me.” It made me laugh
and then think about the power
of resistance. And that’s where
Najee Dorsey comes in.
The Community Folk Art

Center, 805 E. Genesee
St., Syracuse, is hosting
“Resistance-Works by Najee
Dorsey,” an exhibition that runs
through Dec. 5.
The superimposed photos of

various pieces allow you to look
into the eyes of the subjects as
you unravel the symbolism of
each. There are contemporary
picket signs on the freedom of

speech wall in the outer gallery
talking about loving one’s self
and decrying war and money
for education.
Miesha Shih, the curator

of the show, proudly pointed
to various pieces combining
vintage photos on a bright
background superimposed and
layered almost as if 3-D.
“There is room underneath

one roof for all these voices,”
she said, while a film displayed
images from Ku Klux Klan
marches to photos of Bobby
Kennedy and civil rights
marches.
One work, “Change the

World — Get in the Ring,” is a
photo of Muhammad Ali behind
a white picket fence holding a
picket sign that reads, “Sorry
for the inconvenience —We are

ART AND THE POWER OF RESISTANCE

In “B4 Rosa,” Artist Najee
Dorsey depicts a woman who
refused to give up her seat
months before Rosa Parks did
so. (Dennis Nett / dnett@syracuse.com)EXHIBIT, PAGE E-4SYRACUSE, PAGE E-4

I N S Y R A C U S E
50 YEARS AFTER THEYMARCHED FORRACIAL JUSTICE,MUCHHAS IMPROVED—BUT SUFFERINGREMAINS

Ann
Summerford-
Fielder, right,
of Syracuse,
was among
activists who
greeted visitors
from Selma,
Ala., who came
to Syracuse
in 1965 to
join protests
against Niagara
Mohawk’s
hiring
practices. Civil
rights activists
at the time
argued that
it was nearly
impossible for
blacks to get
decent jobs in
Syracuse. They
rallied against
Niagara
Mohawk, which
had only five
blacks among
its 1,500
employees in
the region.
(Photo courtesy

of the OHA)

In front of the Niagara Mohawk, now National Grid, building on
Erie Boulevard West in Syracuse, are, seated, Marshall Nelson and
Dolores Brule, who protested against the company’s hiring practices
in 1965, and, standing, Melanie Littlejohn, National Grid’s regional
executive director. (Michael Greenlar / mgreenlar@syracuse.com)

INEQUALITY, PAGE E-4
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THE DRAWING BOARD
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adding over 6,000 new
residents with degrees and
outperforming the country
as a whole. While I did not
examine the specific under-
lying drivers of Syracuse’s
brain gain, it is not hard to
speculate that having a major
university has helped.

Speaking of which: Cities
with a large university pres-
ence face another problem
with the entire concept of
brain drain as currently
framed. Universities are fac-
tories for producing college
degrees. Like any factory,
their very nature is to export
their products. While some
students may remain post-
graduation, realistically most
won’t.

And it’s doubtful whether
they even should. The reputa-
tion of a university is made
by the quality of its research,
but also but the things its
graduates accomplish in the
world at large. The fact that

its graduates are in demand
around the world is evidence
of Syracuse University’s qual-
ity, which itself has benefits
to the community. It would
not be in the best interest of
the school or the community
if too high a percentage of its
graduates stayed in town.

Would it be better for either
the school or town for Joe
Biden to be practicing law
in Syracuse instead living in
Washington as vice presi-
dent? I don’t think so, and it’s
the same for the many other
distinguished alumni of that
institution alone who have
done great things all over the
world.

Schools that educate stu-
dents mostly for the local
market are generally state
university regional campuses
or community colleges. These
are important institutions, to
be sure. But communities also
benefit from large research
universities that export
degrees.

This is not to say that tal-
ent attraction is not important
to cities. It is. But fears of a
massive brain drain are over-
blown in many of these larger
regions. What’s more, talent
attraction is hardly the sole
challenge they face. Others
include creating inclusive
opportunities for economic
growth, fiscal challenges,
infrastructure repair, etc.
These are where Upstate New
York has struggled.

Local and regional lead-
ers should properly balance
these concerns and not devote
excessive resources or too
much time and attention to
fears about brain drain. In
the case of Syracuse, Mayor
Stephanie Miner’s focus on
infrastructure repair in her
“Syracuse Billion” plan is
a good example of the right
kind of thinking. Syracuse,
like many similar regions, is
actually experiencing brain
gain, not brain drain—and
should act like it.

Syracuse gaining the college-educated
SYRACUSE, FROM PAGE E-1

trying to change the world.”
Another titled “B 4 Rosa”

is a painting of the face of
a beautiful young African-
American girl holding a sign
printed with a prison identifi-
cation number. It is Claudette
Colvin, arrested for refusing
to give up her seat on the
bus nine months before Rosa
Parks made her stand of resis-
tance.

The exhibition contains a
social media feed on a moni-
tor, which displays real-time
comments when visitors to
the show or anyone else posts
to Twitter and Instagram via
#Resistance.

Dorsey explained his vision,
“It is said that artists are the

most dangerous because we
mix with all classes of people.
I wanted to give voice to these
stories; stories untold are sto-
ries forgotten.”

He said he had an “Obama
moment,” five years ago that
reminded him to “Be the
change you want to see in
the world.” He is the founder
and chief executive officer of
Black Art in America, a web-
site that showcases and sells
art. It is a meeting ground for
artists to talk to each other and
to share what’s going on in the
world of black art. It is free
for all to visit and join.

The site has showcased
and promoted the careers of a
number of artists of color. “I
thank God for giving me the

gift and the vision to impact
a number of lives. It is a rare
and wonderful opportunity
to be a part of the growth of
something so much bigger
than ourselves,” Dorsey said.

Dorsey, in his early 40s, has
reached back into a turbulent
past and managed to connect
with contemporary resistance
to the injustices that still
plague us all.

The artist will be at The
Community Folk Art Center
for a talk at 6:30 p.m. Oct. 15.
Check him out and add your
voice.

Jackie Warren-Moore, a poet, play-
wright, theatrical director and free-
lance writer, writes monthly for The
Post-Standard. She can be reached
at jackiewarrenmoore@gmail.com.

Exhibit explores power of resistance
EXHIBIT, FROM PAGE E-1

Liz Page, now a retired social worker in the
city schools, was an undergraduate at Syracuse
University when she took part in the demon-
strations. She learned of CORE from George
Wiley, an SU professor inspired by James
Farmer, leader of the movement.

Page recalls how some customers paid their
NiMo bills in pennies, as part of the larger pro-
tests. Nelson has especially powerful memories
of a march in April. Roger Knapp, a young
protester, had been arrested and jailed in the
Public Safety Building, charged with interfer-
ing with the duties of a police officer, an arrest
that generated fierce community debate.

Nelson was a protege of Monsignor Charles
Brady, a white priest who — as a chaplain
in World War II — witnessed the humilia-
tion of black soldiers in a segregated Army.
Monsignor Charles Fahey, 82, a close friend,
said Brady came home infuriated about
entrenched American racism, about the ten-
dency to accept the suffering of the poor.

“If he saw someone without a coat or shoes,”
said Nelson, “he’d stop and give them his.”

Brady was active in the Catholic Interracial
Council in Syracuse. Retired Auxiliary Bishop
Tom Costello, who traveled with a Brady-led
group to Selma, recalled how the monsignor
held a passionate meeting on Good Friday,
1965. He asked those who’d gone to Alabama
to join him in marching on NiMo and chal-
lenging its policies.

The opinion of the larger community seemed
overwhelmingly against the marchers. On its
editorial page, The Post-Standard routinely
ripped CORE and the protesters, describing
them with such terms as “racial showoffs.”

Only a few of those who went to Selma —
including Jerry Berrigan, the renowned activist
who died in July, at 95 — chose to walk at
Brady’s side.

“I was chicken-hearted,” said Costello, who
would become a voice of conscience on many
issues in Syracuse over the years. It was easier
to put himself on the line in Selma, he said,
“because no one knew me there.”

He often speaks of how he wishes he had
gone with Brady, whom he describes as “a
hero, a saint, someone always willing to stand
up for his convictions.” Fahey, too, declined to
walk and now wishes he did.

“We all learn,” Fahey said.
Famed writer Gay Talese, in The New

York Times, made note of how so many from
Syracuse, who walked in Selma, declined to
march in their own town. But Nelson took part,
with many others. He remembers a string of
protests, that year, led to many arrests: There
were demonstrators who refused to leave
NiMo’s lobby after business hours, demonstra-
tors who chained themselves to cars in the
street.

Brule recalls jumping up in frustration at an

rban League meeting when she felt the orga-
nization was not being forceful enough, and
walking outside to join the protest.

NiMo eventually agreed to rethink its hiring
policies. One major change was hiring Nelson
as a personnel supervisor, with an emphasis on
finding skilled African-American and women
employees. He became a legend at the compa-
ny, where officials say women and blacks now
make up about 25 percent of the work force.

In 1994, David Arrington — the first
African-American at NiMo to serve as a senior
vice president — decided to hire a young
woman raised in NewYork City who’d been
working for the Urban League:

Melanie Littlejohn.
She is now the company’s top official in

Central NewYork. A few weeks ago, she
hugged Nelson and said her achievements
happened because of him and others who stood
up for their beliefs.

“This is why I work so hard,” she said. “This
is why I do what I do.”

She points to National Grid’s involvement
in many programs — including a scholarship
in Nelson’s honor, or an effort to encour-
age young engineers of color, or a “summit”
Tuesday in Syracuse for diverse service sup-
pliers — and says her company is trying to
strengthen its bond with the black community.
She said change is especially evident at Grid’s
leadership tier, and that one of her central goals
is creating opportunities for children of the
city.

Part of that imperative, she said, is making
sure young people understand just how much
others put on the line for them.

So yes: It was moving for Nelson, and for
Brule, to sit with an African-American CEO at
National Grid, whose president of American
operations, Dean Seavers, is also black. In
Syracuse, the old warriors of civil rights speak
of Littlejohn with admiration.

“She worked hard for everything she’s got,”
Smith said, “and she’s not one of these people
who forgets where she comes from.”

As for the battles fought 50 years ago? In the
voices of Nelson and Brule, of Smith, Page,
and Charlie Goldsmith, a CORE leader in the
1960s, you hear frustration and deep sadness.

Recent studies say Syracuse has the nation’s
highest concentrations of extreme African-
American and Latino poverty, and that half our
children in the city are growing up in those
conditions. Another study indicates Syracuse
is the ninth most segregated city in the nation,
with the majority of black and Latino citizens
locked into a few impoverished neighborhoods.

That is the hardly the future envisioned by
King — who in a Syracuse speech, in 1965,
warned of the generational damage caused by
racially segregated schools — or by marchers
who risked arrest, outside of NiMo. Page, the
retired social worker, said it is heartbreaking to
think that so many city children, wounded by
the circumstances surrounding them, face steep
odds of achieving peaceful, secure lives.

She finds it maddening, she said, whenever
she sees construction crews in the heart of
the city that lack workers of color, even as
those crews repair public bridges or roads.
Last week, in an echo of the picket lines of
the 1960s, a group called the Urban Jobs Task
Force called on City Hall to mandate that any
contractors doing city work in Syracuse must
hire a significant number of city residents.

“There are changes, I’ll give you that,” Page
said. “But they haven’t hit (those) who can
really use that change.” She said the struggle
has shifted form. The obstacles are “more
insidious.”

In 1965, the response for many in Syracuse:
You march on power. Fifty years later, the
question is how to generate transformation in
a city where some things are much better, but
where all too much suffering remains the same.

To Brule, the answer is obvious: The cascad-
ing poverty, inequity, addiction and bloodshed
on city streets scream for an immediate alli-
ance of every major business, organization and
civic government in greater Syracuse — joined
by the schools, the colleges, the churches, the
civic groups — to collectively adopt a strategy.

With urgency.
“There’s a lot to do, and we need to sit

together — everyone, all our institutions —
and work on it,” Brule said. “And we need to
work together, forcefully.”

Inequality lingers,
50 years later
INEQUALITY, FROM PAGE E-1

Twenty-one freedom marchers from Selma,
Ala., join hundreds of others to march from
the Greyhound bus terminal in Syracuse to
Clinton Square for a rally. Protesters said
the city was not providing good housing
and schools and that Niagara Mohawk
discriminated against black job applicants.
(The Post-Standard, May 5, 1965)


